# Digital Media Informatics

## Phase 1
Classes to be completed in your first or second semester in the major

- CS121 Problem Solving with Computers
- Info101 Introduction to Informatics
- Info 150 Mathematical Foundation for Informatics

## Phase 2
Classes likely to come after Phase 1 courses

- CS190D Using Data Structures
- Art374 Animation I
- Info 203 A Networked World

## Phase 3
More advanced courses to be completed near the end of your program

- CS326 Web Programming
- CS373 Intro to Computer Graphics
- Art384 Animation II
- CS325 Introduction to Human Computer Interaction
- CS305 Junior Year Writing

## Electives
- 300 level or above
- Only 1 may be a COMPSCI course
- No more than 4 may be from Isenberg
- No more than 3 may be counted towards a separate major or minor

Possible choices include:

- **ART 385:** Media & Motion Graphics
- **JOURNAL 435:** Web Design for Journalists
- **JOURNAL 494MI:** Media, Technology and Culture
- **EDUC 398B:** Learning, Media and Technology
- **EDUC 593A:** Technology in Curriculum
- **SCH-Mgmt 397B:** Internet Technology & e-Business
- **MARKETING 455-01:** Internet Marketing (Requires Marketing 301)
- **ART 471:** Senior Seminar
- **INFO 397G:** Creative Game Design
- **SUSCOMM297L:** Design Principles/Visual Skills
- **ENG 391C:** Professional Writing Web Design